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In this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology, Dr. Rami Douky presents an excellent case of the utility of myocardial perfusion imaging in the evaluation of ischemic heart disease.
1 The results of the nuclear stress test put the patient in a high-risk category and the patient subsequently underwent revascularization. Central to this case, however, is the decision of which diagnostic test is best for this clinical scenario. As noted in this case, the 2013 Multimodality Appropriate Use Criteria 2 provides guidance to a referring physician regarding which tools in the cardiac evaluation armamentarium can be utilized for a particular indication. All clinicians involved in ordering and performing cardiac diagnostic testing must have a solid understanding of these decision support tools. For many indications, however, multiple testing modalities may fall in the same category. In this case, diagnostic testing with Stress MPI, Stress Echocardiography, Stress CMR, and invasive coronary angiography all fall in the appropriate category without guidance on which test to use. The clinician must maintain the ability in practice to choose among these tests to determine the best test, for the individual patient.
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